The meeting was called to order by President Tom Behan. The minutes were approved with the following corrections. The corrections are as follows: Under President's Report: The annual Turtle Race is sponsored by the American University of Washington D.C. On page two, Tate said he was tired of ASUM allocating large chunks of money WHICH HAD BUILT UP OVER THE YEARS, EVEN TO WORTHWHILE GROUPS. Under Fine Arts: more work is being done on the Montana Arts Council.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Behan stated that he was disappointed that some members have missed an extreme number of meetings. He reminded the board that they had an obligation to various organizations and groups on campus. He said he would not dismiss anyone so late in their term, but urged strongly the presence of all members at the remainder of meetings. Behan then called for the following motion: HAARR MOVED CENTRAL BOARD PLACE ON THE ASUM SPRING GENERAL BALLOT A REFERENDUM RAISING THE STUDENT FEES ONE DOLLAR PER STUDENT PER QUARTER TO BE USED FOR ATHLETIC RECRUITING. SECONDED BY TEEL. Leary asked if the approval would mean that the members were in favor or if it would just be used to put it on the ballot. Teel answered saying it would just mean it was approved to go on the ballot. Kitzenberg asked for discussion saying that the people he had talked to were not in favor of the measure. Penland said he polled over 25 and had found very little support. Teel said we should not concern ourselves at this stage how the vote would turn out, however putting it on the ballot would perhaps mean a better turn out. If passed Behan said, a recommendation would go to Pantzer who would take it to the Board of Regents and the raise would go into effect as stated. Barnard asked what assurance we would have that the money would be used entirely for recruiting purposes. Hanson said that to designate the money in this fashion would be too limiting in the same way that Program Council would be limited if the board told them exactly how to spend their money. MOTION PASSED WITH KITZENBERG OPPOSED AND BARNARD AND LEARY ABSTAINING. Penland requested that it be recorded that he was not in favor of the motion, but simply voted for it so that it could be put to test by the students. Behan reported that we would not have the IBM votomatics due to technicalities. Behan reminded the board that Budget and Finance will meet next Tuesday at 7:00 to discuss the 1967-68 budget; he strongly urged board members to attend. He reminded the board that the budget is tentatively approved by this year's Central Board and final approval is made by the old and new Central Board at a dinner meeting Sunday, April 16th.

BUSINESS MANAGER
TEEL MOVED THAT FORESTRY CLUB BE ALLOWED ON THE 1967-68 BUDGET. SECONDED BY NORBEN. Penland stated that the club had other means of support and that is a club and if we break precedent we would be open to requests for financial aid from all groups. Unlike MUN, forestry club does prepare members for the profession. Teel said that if it were on the budget, it could be used for recruiting purposes. Eggensperger suggested that perhaps if it were put on the budget and then next year if the allocation wasn't made they wouldn't come before the board again and the precedent would be broken. Stokan, from forestry club restated his club's position. Penland asked who administered the club's support. Stokan replied saying that perhaps there could be some constitutional changes but these couldn't possibly go into effect until next year. Groenhout stated that he felt that any organization such as this club who put in as many man hours as they did with no financial aid deserved our help. GROENHOUT CALLED FOR THE QUESTION. TEEL CALLED FOR THE PREVIOUS QUESTION. SECONDED BY BARNARD. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. MAIN MOTION PASSED WITH BARBER AND HUDSON ABSTAINING AND PENLAND AND COLE OPPOSED. Teel reported that the skydiving club paid off its first installment of its loan.
Teel handed out a worksheet concerning the 1967-68 budget in which $19,000 has to be cut. He again urgently requested that CB members attend the Budget and Finance meeting. Next Tuesday Teel will ask for suggestions on how to cut this $19,000. Noreen suggested that the budget of the Kaimin might be cut. Teel replied that the budget request had gone up and that next year they wanted to publish more pages. Penland asked why the budget for the Garret had been increased. Teel replied that they were using a poorer quality of paper this year and that next year they wanted to put out another edition. Hudson asked why the M-Book budget had been increased so much. Teel replied that they wanted to revamp the book and use more up to date pictures. Moore stated that there had been a balance two years ago therefore there was not a need for such a large budget, however, there would be no balance to start with next year. Barnard moved that Program Council charge at least 75% to adults and non fee paying students for lectures. Seconded by Leary. Barnard stated that even if this didn't go into effect this year it should be possibility for next year. He said it seemed a matter of ethics and legality and that University students should not have to pay for townspeople's entertainment. Penland moved to table the motion until further information from the Program Council Chairman could be obtained. Seconded by Leary. Motion passed in a roll call vote with Barnard, Cole, Kitzenberg, Leary, Moore, Penland and Tate in favor, and Barnard, Eggersperger, Hudson, Noreen, Schaffer, and Teel opposed. Leary asked for opinions and discussion on how the board felt about abolishing the Garret. He said it was only read by a few and questioned the literature contained in the magazine. Noreen said he felt it was unfortunate that it was abused and rather than have it abolished he suggested that a board be established for setting up criteria for the magazine. Barnard said he favored the book and that protection of the group who did enjoy the book meant better protection for small groups and a more well-rounded program. Leary stated that perhaps it was just a value judgement, but that so many students don't read it and it did seem like a lot of money to be spent in one area when the board argued about much smaller allocations like to the Forestry Club.

ELECTIONS

Leary announced that since we would not be getting the Vote-o-matics the ballots would be hand counted. Barnard reminded Leary to get 100 ballots up to the Forestry camp before the election and that camp counselors could tabulate the results and phone them in. Applications for the offices will be approved at the first meeting spring quarter rather than the last meeting of this quarter. This will insure that the candidates have the proper number of credits and meet the grade point requirements.

PLANNING BOARD

The following are proposed By-law changes: Haarr moved Central Board delete Division I, Article III of the By-Laws and renumber Article IV and V, to read Article III and IV. Seconded by Barnard. Motion passed unanimously. Haarr reminded the board that although it was not specified in each motion, renumbering was necessary in most cases and this would be taken care of when the By-laws were taken to the Clerical service for final printing. Haarr moved that ASUM Commission be inserted as Division II of the By-Laws. Seconded by Tate. Motion passed unanimously. Haarr moved Article V of the By-Laws be deleted. Seconded by Eggersperger. Motion passed unanimously. Haarr moved that Program Council be inserted into the By-Laws as Article IX. Seconded by Leary. Motion passed unanimously. Haarr moved Article IX be deleted from the By-Laws. Seconded by Cole. Motion passed unanimously. Haarr moved that Article X and XI be deleted from the By-Laws. Seconded by Cole. Motion passed unanimously. Haarr moved that Article XII and XIII be deleted from the By-Laws. Seconded by Teel. Motion passed unanimously.
HAARR MOVED THAT TO DIVISION 3, SECTION 3 PART TWO OF A, (e) BE ADDED TO READ: HE SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR POLICY OF STUDENT USAGE OF THE GOLF COURSE, SWIMMING POOL, BOWLING ALLEY ETC. SECONDED BY EGGENSPERGER. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HAARR MOVED SECTION 4 OF DIVISION III BE CHANGED TO ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS. SECONDED BY PENLAND. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. COLE MOVED DIVISION III, SECTION 4, PART TWO OF A, THAT (e) BE ADDED TO READ: HE SHALL SERVE AS A MEMBER OF STORE BOARD (AS AN EX-OFFICIO MEMBER IF HE IS OF LEGAL AGE.) TEEL MOVED A SUBSTITUTE MOTION TO READ: (AS A NON-VOTING EX-OFFICIO MEMBER). SECONDED BY HAARR. MOTION PASSED WITH PENLAND OPPOSED. HAARR MOVED THAT UNDER DIVISION III SECTION 4b; 2a; THAT "STUDENT EMPLOYMENT, UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS AND OTHER AFFAIRS THAT AFFECT THE STUDENTS" BE ADDED. SECONDED BY TEEL. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HAARR MOVED ARTICLE VII BE DELETED FROM THE BY LAWS. SECONDED BY COLE. BARNARD MOVED A SUBSTITUTE MOTION TO READ "UNLESS MINUTES HAVE BEEN FILED PREVIOUSLY. SECONDED BY NOREEN. Haarr stated that Planning Board's reasoning behind deleting the article was that it wasn't really abided by and with the extra office help the President could deem when minutes were necessary to keep on file. SUBSTITUTE MOTION PASSED WITH COLE AND HAARR OPPOSED. HAARR MOVED THAT ARTICLE I AND II BE DELETED AND IN ARTICLE III, SECTION I, DELETE ALL AFTER "5 MEMBERS SHALL BE ...." AND ADD...APPOINTED BY CENTRAL BOARD AND SHALL INCLUDE AT LEAST TWO MEMBERS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS COMMISSION, ONE OF WHOM SHALL BE THE COMMISSIONER. ALSO CHANGE IN THE WORDS "ELECTED TO APPOINTED". SECONDED BY BARNARD. Teel stated that the motion as presented drew a conflict with the By-Laws of Store Board and that we should wait and consider them approving the proposed By-Law change. TEEL MOVED TO TABLE THE MOTION. SECONDED BY HAARR. MOTION PASSED WITH LEARY OPPOSED. Leary pointed out that the proposed changes had to be passed before election time. KITZENBERG MOVED TO RECONSIDER THE MOTION. SECONDED BY PENLAND. MOTION PASSED WITH TEEL AND HUDSON OPPOSED. Discussion followed and then THE MOTION TO TABLE WAS PASSED WITH BARNARD, HUDSON, MOORE, MORTON, SCHAFFER, TATE, TEEL IN FAVOR; AND BARBER, COLE, EGGENSPERGER, KITZENBERG, LEARY AND PENLAND OPPOSED.

THE FOLLOWING ARE PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES: HAARR MOVED THAT AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE V SECTION THREE AND FOUR BE PLACED ON THE GENERAL BALLOT TOGETHER. SECONDED BY NOREEN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HAARR MOVED CENTRAL BOARD APPROVE THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE V SECTION 3 ADDING: (4) AND AS MANY AS 14 COMMISSIONERS WHO WILL SERVE FOR TERMS OF ONE YEAR. SECONDED BY TEEL. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HAARR MOVED CENTRAL BOARD APPROVE THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE V SECTION 4, ADDING (4) THE COMMISSIONERS AS STATED IN THE BY-LAWS SHALL BE ELECTED IN THE SPRING ELECTIONS. SECONDED BY TEEL. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HAARR MOVED CENTRAL BOARD APPROVE THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS OF ARTICLE V SECTION 5 BY DELETING THE PHRASE "CHAIRMAN OF JUDICIAL COUNCIL", DELETING ARTICLE VI, SECTIONS 1 THROUGH 10 AND SECTIONS 1 AND 2 OF ARTICLE IX AND BY DELETING THE PHRASE :THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF JUDICIAL COUNCIL FROM ARTICLE III SECTION 1 BY DELETING THE SENTENCE: "THIS CONSTITUTION MAY BE AMENDED BY BALLOT IN EITHER THE PRIMARY OR GENERAL ELECTION OF SPRING QUARTER, AND CHANGING "THIRTY PERCENT" TO "TWENTY FIVE PERCENT". SECONDED BY TEEL. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

FIELDHOUSE PHYSICAL PLANT
Tate reported that he had sent letters to different organizations concerning work projects which would benefit the University. Blakely told Tate that issuing free cokes on election day could be easily arranged. Penland suggested that we set up a dispenser in the College Inn and distribute the coke ourselves, thus saving money. Behan appointed Penland to check into the matter.
ATHLETICS
Hanson reported that he is going to see about the possibility of Swarthout and other coaches giving talks to various groups as to why the student fee raise is needed for athletics.

FINE ARTS
Groenhout reported that when the success of Davis being on campus is reported to his commission he will give a summary to the board. Proposed allocations from legislature was cut to $46,000 and defeated.

ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS
Only one member was present at last weeks meeting. The commission favors the By-Law changes. To be discussed at following meetings is the proposed stadium, James reported.

PUBLICATIONS
EGGENSPERGER MOVED FROM PUBLICATIONS THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPROVE BARB RICHEY AS ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER FOR THE KA'MIN. SECONDED BY KITZENBERG. Scanlin who protested the appointment last week withdrew her application. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. EGGENSPERGER MOVED FROM PUBLICATIONS BOARD THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPROVE SUE WHITNEY AS ASSISTANT EDITOR FOR THE GARRET. SECONDED BY KITZENBERG. MOTION PASSED WITH LEARY AND NOREEN ABSTAINING. Eggensperger reported that the commission had received a tentative budget for "The Book" requesting $675 for 2500 copies sold at 75¢. Barnard requested discussion as to when "The Book" should be published. Kitzenberg said he thought the price could be raised to $1.00 thus having a $200 profit and he said he felt it would be best if it came out the end of fall quarter. Barnard stated that he felt $1.00 was too high, and if "The Book" were to be published by the end of fall quarter the evaluations would have to be in three weeks after classes started. He felt that even with a large turn over of faculty over the summer that an accurate 75% sampling was better than a 100% evaluation done haphazardly. Haarr said we shouldn't worry about incurred losses so long as the book was kept up to date. Kitzenberg thought we should consider minimizing our losses, since "The Book" did go over well. TATE MOVED TO LIMIT DISCUSSION TO TWO MINUTES. SECONDED BY HAARR. MOTION PASSED WITH BARNARD AND KITZENBERG OPPOSED. Teel stated that the board would still have to make an initial investment.

OLD BUSINESS
Teel reported to the board that the matter of the golf course loan has been laid aside for the time being. KITZENBERG MOVED THAT IF 25% OF THE STUDENT BODY DIDN'T VOTE WITH 2/3 IN FAVOR OF AN INCREASE IN ATHLETIC FEES, CENTRAL BOARD NOT SEND A MANDATE CONCERNING THE MATTER TO PRESIDENT PANTZER. SECONDED BY LEARY. Haarr stated that even if the turn out wasn't 25% we would be dealing with the interested students opinion. He went on to say that if students didn't want this increase they would have to get out and vote against it, if they thought it wouldn't pass if they didn't vote we wouldn't get as many voters out. BEHAN YIELDED THE CHAIR. Behan said the mandate would be the affirmation of those who did care enough to get out and vote. HAARR MOVED TO TABLE THE MOTION. SECONDED BY EGGENSPERGER. MOTION DEFEATED IN A ROLL CALL VOTE WITH COLE, EGGENSPERGER, TATE AND TEEL IN FAVOR, BARBER, BARNARD, HUDSON, KITZENBERG, LEARY, NOREEN AND PENLAND OPPOSED AND SCHAFFER ABSTAINING. PENLAND MOVED FOR A DIVISION OF THE MOTION. SECONDED BY SCHAFFER. MOTION DEFEATED WITH LEARY, SCHAFFER AND PENLAND IN FAVOR. KITZENBERG MOVED A SUBSTITUTE MOTION TO READ THAT IF 25% OF THE STUDENT BODY DID NOT TURN OUT AT THE POLLS, WITH A SIMPLE MAJORITY CENTRAL BOARD WOULD NOT CONSIDER IT A MANDATE.
SECOND BY LEARY. Groenhout pointed out that the vote could be used as a poll representing the other student's opinion. HAARR CALLED FOR THE QUESTION. TEEL CALLED FOR THE PREVIOUS QUESTION. PREVIOUS QUESTION PASSED WITH KITZENBERG OPPOSED. THE SUBSTITUTE MOTION WAS DEFEATED IN A ROLL CALL VOTE WITH BARNARD, HUDSON, KITZENBERG, LEARY, NOREEN AND PENLAND IN FAVOR; PENLAND BARBER, COLE, EGGENSPERGER, MOORE, SCHAPPES, TATE, AND TEEL OPPOSED. PENLAND MOVED TO TAKE FROM THE TABLE THE MOTION CONCERNING CHARGING NON FEE-PAYING STUDENTS AND ADULTS FOR LECTURES. SECONDED BY BARNARD. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. MOORE MOVED TO LIMIT DEBATE TO 10 MINUTES. SECONDED BY LEARY. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. Barnard stated it was not the function of ASUM to be a public affairs organ. Barber said it wasn't up to ASUM to provide entertainment for townspeople. Tickell said he didn't disfavor the proposed motion but wanted to know who would set the limits, what would be considered lectures and when this should go into effect. PENLAND MOVED TO AMEND THE MOTION TO READ AT LEAST 50¢. SECONDED BY BARNARD. AMENDMENT PASSED WITH KITZENBERG ABSTAINING. Tickell again explained that it was going to be very difficult to determine what a lecture was and that many loopholes were left unanswered. Behan reprimanded the board pointing out what difficulty can arise when motions and voting is emotionally structured. GROENHOUT MOVED TO RECONSIDER THE MOTION. SECONDED BY PENLAND. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. LEARY MOVED TO AMEND THE MOTION TO READ TO GO INTO EFFECT WITH THE 1967-68 BUDGET. SECONDED BY BARNARD. GROENHOUT MOVED TO TABLE THE MOTION. SECONDED BY TEEL. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

PENLAND MOVED FOR ADJOURNMENT. SECONDED BY NOREEN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

PRESENT: BARNARD, NOREEN, BARBER, TATE, KITZENBERG, EGGENSPERGER, LEARY, MOORE, HUDSON, PENLAND, SCHAPPES, TEEL, BEHAN, "COLE, James, Groenhout, Hanson, Haarr, Stoken.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

CEE CEE COLE
ASUM SECRETARY